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I N T R OD UC TIO N
[ HMM ] Human Mission to Mars

As civilisations are awed by Mars for millenniums, the conquest of the Red Planet has
not been made possible until our time. The interplanetary journey of [HMM] Human
Mission to Mars not only carries our species’ hopes of sustaining humanity across
the solar system, but it also manifests the testimony of the mutual survival of cultures
in the journey itself. A journey to Mars is inevitable in our near future, this competition
challenges designers to create a diverse communal living space within a payload
volume to carry Earthlings into the space of uncertainty.
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T H E J O URNE Y
[ HMM ] & the Hohmann Transfer Orbit

BFR AT STAGE SEPARATION-2018 DESIGN

The lowest energy transfer to Mars requires the Hohmann transfer orbit. While a fast
Mars mission would take 6 months, an energy-efficient journey with the Hohmann
transfer orbit would take place for 9 months approximately.
The physical challenges for human missions to Mars include health threats from cosmic
rays and other ionizing radiation, adverse health effects of prolonged weightlessness,
psychological effects of isolation from hearth and the lack of community, etc.
This competition assumes that the journey to Mars would take 9 months.
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S URV I VING D O O MS DAY
[ HMM ] The mission to save mankind

“I believe that the long-term future of the human race must be in space;” “It will be difficult
enough to avoid disaster on planet Earth in the next hundred years, let alone the next
thousand, or million. The human race shouldn’t have all its eggs in one basket, or on one
planet. Let’s hope we can avoid dropping the basket until we have spread the load.”
- Stephen Hawkings interview with Big Think 2010

For all we know, a global disaster could wipe out all living things at any time and the
human race doesn’t have the solution for every possible risk. With all the brilliant
scientists and advanced technology we have today, we still struggled to keep the
pandemic under control in two years. Human beings remain merely reactive to dangers
and are subject to total annihilation in case of any doomsday events.
•

pandemic with a stronger virus variant

•

random asteroids hitting the Earth

•

global warming and climate apocalypse

•

detonation of nuclear weapons

•

unforeseeable massive natural disasters

As designers, we must start exploring the concept of interplanetary inhabitation for the
sake of mankind.
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T H E SO C IAL P E RS P E C TIVE
Beyond Scientific & Economical Reasons

[HMM] discussions we have today mostly surround the scientific and economical
factors about space missions. Be that data sampling or managing a tourism business
in space, the lack of discussion from the social perspective begs your creative input
and design solutions.

The inaugural meeting of the Bijlmermeer Council

Multinational Collaborative Project
The proposed Human Mission to Mars [HMM] involves multiple government space
agencies - not limited to the six existing ones with launch capability: CNSA (China),
ESA (Europe), ISRO (India), JAXA (Japan), NASA (USA), and Roscosmos (Russia). It is
encouraged that you study how the International Space Station overcame cultural
differences where five participating space agencies joined forces.
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PALDI BC CLASS; A class at Mayo School in Paldi in 1938, reflecting the diverse make-up of the community. Paldi was home to families
of East Indian, Japanese, Chinese, and European descent.

Defying Nationalism, Racism & Separatism
In recent years, global politics have seen destabilisation of international and domestic
integrations in our world. At an international level, globalisation has been viewed by
more people as a threat to the world’s global diversity. At a domestic level, movements
such as Black Lives Matter and Stop Asian Hate have indicated the divisiveness
within our nations. While perceived differently by people who hold different opinions,
the surge of nationalism and separatism raised the conversations of contemporary
segregation and systematic injustice. Race as a visible difference is exploited by
different parties for their own gain to different interpretations.

A Challenge but also an Opportunity
While leaving the imperfect earth behind, one must ponder upon the balance
between recognising the past and delivering a future. An inclusive inhabitation in
a spacecraft would require delicate social engineering in its architectural settings.
It is because the volume carries the continuation of our survival as one race. The
architecture would be a declaration of the level of diversity of the population that it
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O P E N CAL L

We call for architects, landscape architects, interior designers,
product designers, urban thinkers, and individual designers to
explore the notion of inclusive inhabitation in interplanetary
journey [Human Mission on Mars] .

Food for Thought
•

What is an inclusive way to select volunteers to be on the
[HMM]?

•

What would accessible designs in a weightless or low
gravity environment look like?

•

How do you maintain harmony and encourage cultural
exchange in the payload volume?
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Competition Parameters
This competition assumes that the journey to Mars would take 9 months. We would
invite you to consider factors such as the diverse cultures represented by the 24
astronauts (backgrounds and relationships to be proposed by participants), the comfort
in a cramped space, the absence of gravity, etc. Participants will design a communal
payload volume (dimension outlined in the Design Guideline on the next page). In the
design, it is assumed that the communal payload volume will have a connection to
life support systems in a separate location on the spacecraft. Therefore, participants
are invited to design only the astronauts’ habitation spaces with a cockpit in the
communal payload volume. The habitation spaces can be designed as part of the
spacecraft, or as an assembly of components fitted in the payload volume.

•

Journey: 9 Months to Mars

•

Site: Rocket Payload Volume (3D massing model provided)

•

Design: Habitation spaces for 24 civilian / astronaut volunteers with a cockpit
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D ES I GN G UID E L INE
The competition asks designers to produce three drawings of a communal payload
volume (refer to ‘Submission Requirements on www.moooarch.com’ for more details).

Contextual Rendered Drawing: The Journey @ [ HMM ] x 1
The first design requirement is to visualise your proposed communal payload volume in a
rendered drawing. This will be your CONTEXT drawing which expresses the ideas behind
your proposal. The payload volume should manifest your concept of Inclusive Inhabitation.
The designs do not need to be detailed, but the drawing must demonstrate a general
configuration of the habitation spaces, and specifically how they link to each other.

Technical Drawings: The Volume @ [ HMM ] x 2
The other two drawings will illustrate your design for the implementation of the cockpit
and multiple functional spaces into the communal payload volume. The two drawings can
be of any scale and any format, which may include and are not limited to 2D drawing,
section, axonometric drawing, worm eye view drawing, etc.
The design must demonstrate the following:
-

How your design exercises the potentials of DIVERSITY

-

How the design fits into the communal payload volume

-

The ability to benefit users of the space socially and culturally

-

The proposal being an inclusive structure

1-Minute Video Submission (New Optional Format)
We are introducing a new type of media format for design submission. One of the 3
winners will be selected from this category. You may submit your design entry as:
1. Three design drawings in the usual mOOO square format + 300 words
2. A single 1-minute video / render / animation / walk-through of your design + 300 words
3. Three design drawings + 1-minute video + 300 words (one single scheme)
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spacecraft payload volume dwg

]

Communal Payload Volume1:200 @ A4

available for download at
www.moooarch.com
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S C H E D UL E
Brief Launch

19th Jul 2021

Early Bird Entry Deadline

26th Jul 2021 – 11:59pm (GMT)

Standard Entry Deadline

02nd Aug 2021 – 11:59pm (GMT)

Last Minute Entry Deadline

23rd Aug 2021 – 11:59pm (GMT)

Submission Deadline

30th Aug 2021 – 11:59pm (GMT)

Public Vote

Nov 2021

Announcement of Winners

Dec 2021

E NT RY F E E
Early Bird Entry

€20

Standard Entry

€35

Last Minute Entry

€50
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S UB M I SS IO N R E Q UIR E ME NTS

design

context

detail

•

There is no need to resolve the entire design in detail

•

The three drawings should be seen as three Snapshots with a consistent drawing
style

•

Three 300mm x 300mm drawings covering at least 2 different scales

Please provide three 300mm x 300mm JPEG submission drawings. They should
describe the communal payload volume design, design strategies, details, and spatial
qualities.
Entrants have complete freedom in drawing style and layout; a text file (could be
WORD / PDF / TXT files) with concise and spell-checked descriptions of your design
concepts. Please keep the text to a maximum of 300 words, your design ideas should
be effectively presented through drawings.

click here to download Grammarly (free) for spellcheck

for detailed file-naming and submission guidelines, please visit
https://moooarch.com/submission-requirement
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AW A R D S & PUB L IC ATIO NS
This is a non-profit event and 20% of the collected entry fees will be donated towards charity to help
improve racial equality. The remaining prize pool will be split equally for between the three final winners.

2 x WINNER + 1 WINNER (VIDEO)
[ PUBLICATION + SHARE PRIZE POOL ]

9 x FINALIST
[ PUBLICATION ]

3 x PEOPLE’S CHOICE
[ FREE COPY OF PHYSICAL PUBLICATION ]

UP TO 24 x HONOURABLE MENTION
[ PUBLICATION ]

for more information on awards and evaluation, please visit
https://moooarch.com/evaluation-period/
announcement of our #mOOO5 jurors will be published at
https://moooarch.com/news/
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U SE F UL R ES O URC E S
Celebrating Our Differences
https://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/9-12/features/912_Differences_feature.
html
SpaceX Starship User Guide
https://www.spacex.com/media/starship_users_guide_v1.pdf
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